This study deals with the precision performance of the CNC flamecutting machine used in spatial surface operating conditions and presents an accuracy enhancement method based on processing error modeling prediction and real-time compensation. Machining coordinate systems and transformation matrix models were established for the CNC flame processing system considering both geometric errors and thermal deformation effects. Meanwhile, prediction and compensation models were constructed related to the actual cutting situation. Focusing on the thermal deformation elements, finite element analysis was used to measure the testing data of thermal errors, the grey system theory was applied to optimize the key thermal points, and related thermal dynamics models were carried out to achieve high-precision prediction values. Comparison experiments between the proposed method and the teaching method were conducted on the processing system after performing calibration. The results showed that the proposed method is valid and the cutting quality could be improved by more than 30% relative to the teaching method. Furthermore, the proposed method can be used under any working condition by making a few adjustments to the prediction and compensation models.
Introduction
The CNC flame-cutting machine is a piece of basic manufacturing equipment in modern industrial production that is used in fields such as shipbuilding, aerospace and other industrial departments [1] . Precision performance is of great importance to the CNC flame-cutting machine, which determines the quality of the workpiece and the application range of the machine. Many studies have indicated that the main factors affecting the accuracy of the workpiece are geometric errors and thermal deformations of the machine tool; their share among the total number of processing errors is above 70% [2, 3] . Consequently, in order to effectively improve processing efficiency, establishing quantitative description models of geometric errors and thermal errors, and constructing an exact mapping relationship between them and the processing errors, and applying rational error compensation ways, are key subjects that have received extensive attention in the CNC machine tool field [4] .
As for the geometric error elements of the CNC flame-cutting machine in the existing literature, kinematic calibration technology [5] has been mainly adopted to obtain accurate geometric parameters. Teaching [6] [7] [8] is considered the major compensation method in the machining operation process. However, although the teaching process currently is the main way to improve the accuracy of flame-cutting in production workshops, as it is the error compensation in a 'constant' temperature state it not only lacks thermal deformation data of the workpiece and real-time data of non-uniform temperature field, but it also includes detection errors, which means that a great improvement space still exists.
As for the temperature deformation elements, such as thermal errors and integrated errors in the CNC flame-cutting machine, although the related methods are not clearly analyzed in the existing literature, if an analytical approach to CNC machine tools [9] is used, they can still be divided into two categories: 'detection' and 'prediction'. The only difference is in the method of implementation.
Related to processing error modeling and error compensation analysis of the CNC flame-cutting machine, although comprehensive effects of the overall error elements have not been reported in the existing literature, considering that the relative motion relationship is consistent during material removal in the machining process, it is known that homogeneous transformation matrices [10, 11] of the CNC machine tool can still be adopted to construct error models of the workpiece and error compensation models of the machine tool for which only the related error elements need to be set up adaptively according to the topological structure.
In this study, a self-developed CNC flame-cutting machine [12] used under spatial surface operating conditions was taken as an example. An accuracy enhancement method with processing error prediction and real-time compensation is proposed to improve the cutting quality by modifying the integrated geometric and thermal errors existing in both the machine tool and the workpiece. Moreover, FEA testing procedures and thermal dynamic modeling analysis for the thermal deformation elements were carried out respectively. Experimental studies on the actual cutting environment were conducted to verify the validity of the proposed method when compared with the generally used teaching method.
Processing Error Prediction and Compensation Models
To meet the digital agile cutting technique requirements of large-size fabrication holes on complex spatial curved surfaces, a CNC flame-cutting machine designed using the metamorphic principle is presented in [12] . The mechanical components and the application situation on the curved surface are shown in Figure 1 , while the operation flowcharts of the variable trajectory and variable pose characteristics are also illustrated in [12] . As shown in Figure 2 , the required machining coordinate systems in the forming process of the workpiece are set for the CNC flame processing system shown in Figure 1 . The workpiece coordinate system {W} is set by the cylindrical profile and installed locations of a large-scale workpiece and the world coordinate system {R} is equal to {W}. As for the machine coordinate system {S}, its axis directions are consistent with those in {W} and its origin is determined by the virtual plane with four supporting points. As for the tool coordinate system {T}, its origin is located at the endpoint of the cutting tool and its orientations are based on the cutting tool's axis and the theoretical plane of the transmission chain.
Based on the configuration shown in Figure 2 and the setting conditions of the four machining coordinate systems, the following ideal transformation matrix can be constructed using the HTM method:
where ( ) Trans ⋅ is the translation transformation matrix, , , The coordinate transformation relationships given in Eq. (1) are suitable for an ideal cutting situation in a CAD/CAM machining environment, while the influence of error elements in the CNC flame processing system should be taken into account with an accurate forming process for the actual cutting situation. As shown in Table 1 , the overall errors of the machine tool and workpiece are classified and represented by the transformation matrix. , are not only related to the reference position but also to the non-uniform temperature field during the flame-cutting, which means those are 'transient' parameters obtained by the effective prediction model and the on-line temperature variables. Taking the integrated function of all error elements into account, the real transformation matrix of the machining coordinate systems can be expressed as: 4 T  I  T  T  T  T  T  T   T  T  T  T  T  T   (2) where , R e S e S T T T are the calibration models with geometric errors; the obtaining method is clearly derived in [14] . The analytic models of ,
T can be uniformly expressed as:
where ( ) Rot ⋅ is the rotation transformation matrix, and c cos, s sin
The error components contain the position errors , , First, the implicit equations for the nominal parameters of the active joint variables of the machine tool are constructed by using the ideal cutting point ( )
on the workpiece, the ideal transformation matrix models, and the flame-cutting process constraints [1] . These can also be obtained as shown in Eqs. (5) to (7) .
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OZ (6) [ ] Then, substituting the nominal joint variables Θ into Eq. (2), the continuous product expression can be obtained as given by Eq. (8):
Finally, through the offset vector of the mapping point of the cutting tool, the position processing error models in { } W are derived and expressed as: Meanwhile, according to the ideal vector 1 2 P P and the actual vector 1 2 Q Q of the cutting contour boundary, the orientation processing error models are derived and expressed as:
If the wind line (axis) of the cutting tool is regarded as the kerf of the workpiece, the orientation errors from { } W to { } T can also be obtained directly and described as:
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where R is the 3×3 order rotation matrix extracted from transformation matrix T , the subscripts denote the row-column location of the element in the appointed matrix.
The processing error models in Eqs. (9) to (11) 
Thus, combining the cutting constraint conditions with error models of the CNC flame processing system, the compensation models can be obtained for further derivation, where the implicit calculation expressions of the active joint compensation parameters of the machine tool are expressed as:
where , , In accordance with Eqs. (13) to (15) , processing error compensation motion can be realized for the CNC flame-cutting machine. During operation, both the prediction and the compensation parameters for the processing errors can be obtained after substituting the geometric errors obtained from off-line calibration and the thermal deformations obtained from on-line calculation into the established models. Especially when the thermal deformations are transient temperature variations, the abovementioned models and the actual cutting process should also have real-time and accurate integrity performance. It is worth pointing out that in the process of improving the accuracy of the processing system, the test items and procedures in the ISO 230 standards are referred but not completely adopted in this investigation. Although the established theoretical models are different from the test experiments of those standards, they still have some connection to the present research purpose. For instance, in addition to the processed workpiece and the actual cutting conditions, both the geometric errors and the thermal deformations included in the machine tool are considered, which can be identified and corrected respectively. The geometric error modifications are all carried out only when the driving errors of the active joints have been corrected in advance, and a similar analysis frame is adopted to construct the on-line calculation models of the thermal deformations.
FEA Testing Procedures for Thermal Deformation Elements
Because of the inadequacy of in-situ sensing technology for thermal deformation measurement in the high-temperature state of the flame-cutting process, this section presents the FEA testing procedures [15] to obtain off-line data of thermal deformation and temperature-field variation under varied working conditions. Taking the 1/12 circumferential configuration of a straight-cutting task as the specified application example, a brief description of the setup steps of the FEA simulation in ANASY is as follows:
1. Importing the entity model and meshing. Importing the CAD model related to the fixed cutting configuration; the model was meshed using Solid-95 elements and an uneven meshing technique. Meshing revealed a total of 5,199,077 elements and 7,858,866 nodes. Figure 3 shows the meshed assembly of the whole processing system, where small details such as fillets and chamfers were neglected. 2. Setting the material properties. According to the structural properties of the processing system, the major materials are low-carbon steel, brass etc. And the temperature variation laws of the thermal-mechanical parameters are set based on the practical iron and steel material standards [16] . 3. Appling temperature and displacement boundary conditions. The model in Figure 3 under research has three major temperature constraints [15] : (a) contact resistance within the 151 combined surfaces is set to . The displacement boundary condition is that the interfaces of the workpiece are in completed constraint state. 4. Applying temperature loads. According to the operating conditions of the specific configuration and the theoretical models of the heat source power [17] , the input temperature loads for the heat sources can be obtained. The major changing laws are shown in Figure 4 , while the input temperature of the 9 moving parts are given by the harmonic form 
5.
Adopting the initial conditions for the thermal structure simulation. The initial condition for the temperature calculation is given as the referred temperature, which is set to o 20 C . The input loads for the deformation calculation are the obtained temperature data, and the initial conditions only require a gravity environment. Referring to the flame-cutting procedure, the simulation time is set to 40 s and the calculation step is 1 s.
Based on the FEA simulation conditions mentioned above, the numerical results for the fixed cutting configuration can be obtained. They are shown in Figure 5 . Among them, the temperature field and the deformation field at the later 30 s are given in Case (a), which shows the transient temperature state and the thermal deformation state of the flame processing system. Case (b) shows the thermal deformation series results, where the input is the temperature rising of 1 T and the output is the deformation in the Z direction of {W}, which is the supporting point at the right end of the frame of the machine tool. From the overall results shown in Figure 5 , it is known that the thermal deformation changes positively corresponds to the positive growth trend in the rising phase. When the temperature decreases, the related deformation also decreases, but a few deviations appear while comparing with the values of the increase stage. The obtained results show that the thermal deformation caused by the changeable heat sources has pseudo-hysteresis effects [18] , which create different thermal influences when the system temperature rises and falls down to the same parameters.
Note that, to make the FEA model consistent with the actual cutting situation, in this section a specified point calculation is conducted in the fixed-cutting configuration instead of adopting a moving heat source and life-death element technology to simulate the completed process. Therefore, the obtained results are only applicable to the current position and its nearby areas, which is the minimum unit in the testing environment. After adjusting the specific configuration through the flame-cutting process, all the thermal deformation test results could be obtained by a similar simulation process. Moreover, although the assembly structure that included geometric errors is not used in this section, a simplified ideal model could ensure the feasibility of the calculation and improve the efficiency of the FEA model, which may bring on a few facultative and inconsistent detection errors in theory.
Thermal Dynamics Models of Thermal Deformation
The thermal deformations are connected to several structural units of the processing system, which means that a single thermal error output relates to multiple temperature inputs. Therefore, after obtaining the discrete time-series between the temperatures and the thermal errors from the original temperature and deformation field, the multiple-input single-output models are applied to establish the thermal dynamics models.
Taking the end point's deformation
in the X direction as an example, the time sequences of the temperature and deformation elements are first extracted from the calculation results based on the fixed-cutting configuration, and the distribution of the temperature measuring points is also preset based on the strategy of main factors [19] , as shown in Figure 6 .
Besides, Case (a) shows the spatial distribution of the 9 initial measuring points, of which contains 4 major heat sources # 01, # 02, # 03, # 04 and 5 non-heating positions #1, # 2, #3, # 4, # 5 , which are chosen by the temperature gradient field and the feasible imaging area of the infrared camera device [20] in the fixedassembly condition. Case (b) shows the original testing data of the temperature and deformation elements, which mainly includes the changing laws of #1, # 2, #3, # 4, # 5 and the thermal error results of the target point. Before constructing the thermal dynamics models, the key temperature measuring points are selected using the optimization process. As shown in Table 2 , the coefficient matrix of the synthetic grey correlation [21] is obtained between the temperature data serial of thermal points and thermal error data serial. Then, by setting the threshold value to 0.9, the placed thermal points can be grouped and merged to {#01}, {#02},{#01}, {#02}, {#03/#04/#2}, {#1/#3}, {#4}, {#5}. Finally, the critical points are picked out according to the synthetic grey correlation results for different groups and are described as {#01},{#02},{#1},{#2},{#4},{#5} . Furthermore, the six candidate points can produce 63 combinations. By calculating the synthetic grey correlation between the result serial of each model and the actual thermal error data serial, models of every possible compounding of the picked out points are evaluated to decide the critical thermal points. As shown in Figure 7 , the final key thermal points can be optimized and selected as {#01},{#02},{#2},{#5} by comparing the correlation of different combinations and the tracking results, respectively. Apart from that, the explicit expression of the thermal dynamic model [22] with four inputs and one single output is given by: Figure 8 shows the validated results of the established model given in Eq. (16) . Apart from that, Case (a) shows the modeled outputs and the residual errors with respect to the optimal thermal points. The tracking results where the error interval is within 0.05 mm ± indicate that the best accuracy and tracking performance for the thermal dynamic models can be obtained by using the key thermal points. Case (b) shows the prediction effects of the established model, while the inputs are the temperature data from 31 s to 40 s in the FEA simulation and the validation values are extracted from the calculation results. It can be seen that although the errors in this stage are larger than the tracking errors in the modeling process, the variation range is only within 0.1 mm ± , which means the model can predict the thermal errors based on the current configuration accurately. It should be mentioned that only the temperature variables are contained in the established dynamic model, while the position elements are not taken into account since the applied temperature and deformation data are only related to fixed-cutting configuration ( ), {1, , }
. For the M configurations involved in the whole process cycle, the above modeling procedures should be repeated M times to meet the on-line prediction requirements. By referring to the topological structures of the CNC flame processing system, the required components of transformation matrix thermal ∆T are shown in Table 3 , because some of those elements cannot be substituted directly. However, when the explicit models of the overall elements are similar to the expression given in Eq. (16) and the implicit functions , S T f f can also be easily determined by a simple space geometry relationship [22] , those iterant contents are omitted in this section.
Results of Experimental Studies
For the CNC flame-cutting machine and spatial surface operating conditions shown in Figure 1 , experimental studies were conducted to verify the validity of the accuracy enhancement method. The geometric errors were obtained by the kinematics calibration and the thermal dynamics models of the thermal deformations were carried out in advance. Figure 9 shows the actual cutting environment of the comparison experiments between the proposed method and the teaching method, both referring to Figure 1 . It should be noted that the teaching method for programming instead of off-line programming was taken to be the compared type in the experimental studies. The reasons were that it not only is currently the main way to improve the accuracy of the flame-cutting process and is practical for spatial surface situations, it also has similar properties as the proposed method, which could make the processed workpiece obtain a higher cutting accuracy than the machine tool. The first cutting experiment in Case (a) was implemented through the teaching method, which achieves the forming process of a groove profile by using geometric inspection data for the workpiece and constructing a feedback correction table. The second cutting experiment was implemented through the proposed method, which was done with prediction data of the processing errors and compensation values for every cutting configuration. Case (b) shows the on-line temperature detection device MCS640 used in the experiments. It is fixed on the top corner of the frame and has a maximum distance of around 2.0 m from the key thermal points on the end-effector. After temperature calibration, the device can be used to obtain the cutting thermal imager with a 22.5 17 × lens, while the true surface temperatures of objects are extracted by matching software [20] . Figure 10 shows images of the cutting effect after the comparison experiments, which contain both a local amplification and a micro-show of the surface of a straight contour. By analyzing the roughness and visible quality of the groove surface, it was found that the results in the second set were better than the first set as a whole. The results 'initially and directly' indicate that the proposed method can effectively improve the cutting quality of a workpiece compared to the teaching method. The established models are correct and rational. As for the straight contours from the comparison experiments, after cleaning up the defects that hinder measurement and division of the quality grade in the cutting surface, the straight groove profiles were tested based on DIN2310 [23] .
Taking the upper edge of the profile as reference mark and selecting 36 measuring points around the whole circle, the testing results of the forming workpiece were obtained, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 11 . The dimensional tolerances described by the interval parameters are the limit deviations (algebraic difference) between the ideal dimensions and the actual testing dimensions of the forming profile, while the actual detection values were achieved by using a steel ruler. One estimated reading is uncertainty in millimeters. The perpendicularity tolerances are equivalent to the maximum distances between two parallel straight lines that limit the cut face profile at 90°, while the lines are situated in a plane, normal to both the workpiece surface and the cut face. The actual detection values were achieved by using an extra fine grade rectangular ruler. The mean height of the profile (roughness) was determined by quality samples and a craftsman from the workshop. The straightness was determined with a steel wire with a diameter of less than 0.5 mm. These readings are both related to the error limit of the measuring instrument. Moreover, the dimension errors of the measuring points were also mapped to the XOY plane and represented in a polar coordinate system. The angular error around the Z axis was obtained and derived from the perpendicularity tolerance results. From the quantitative testing results shown in Figure 9 and Table 3 , it can be seen that the accuracy enhancement of the proposed method is impressive. Compared to the teaching method, the maximum dimensional error was reduced from 1.8 mm to 1.1 mm, the mean value was reduced from 1.14 mm to 0.68 mm, the perpendicularity tolerances were reduced from 1.2 mm to 0.7 mm, the maximum angular error of the profile edge was reduced from 0.8893° to 0.5207°, and the mean parameter was reduced from 0.3974° to 0.2062°. Furthermore, it was also shown that the dimensional tolerances increased with 38.9%, the perpendicularity tolerances increased with 41.7%, and the straightness decreased with 37.5%.
The quantitative comparison results 'deeply' verified the effectiveness of the proposed method and also showed that a higher performance can be achieved with the CNC flame-cutting machine. The main reasons are that the proposed method not only takes into account the geometric errors involved in both the workpiece and the machine tool, but also considers the real-time thermal errors caused by the non-uniform temperature field during the flame-cutting process. It can accurately predict the processing errors of the workpiece and make modifications by adopting the compensation way on-line based on every cutting configuration of the machine tool, which improves the cutting accuracy effectively in the actual processing phase and ensures the cutting quality of the final forming profiles.
Conclusions
In this paper, an accuracy enhancement method was proposed for a CNC flamecutting machine used in spatial surface operating conditions, which can improve cutting quality by modeling prediction and compensating processing errors during the real-time cutting process. Specifically, based on the homogeneous transformation matrix of the machining coordinate systems, processing error prediction models were established to derive the position and orientation errors of the workpiece, of which the geometric error terms were determined by calibration in advance, while the thermal deformation elements are obtained online. Combined with the flame-cutting parameters, real-time compensation models were constructed to ensure the accuracy of the forming process of the machine tool.
In addition, the validity of the accuracy enhancement method was verified through comparison with the general teaching method in a number of experiments. The results of the comparison experiments showed that when the proposed method was applied to the actual cutting process, the dimensional accuracy increased 38.9%, the perpendicularity tolerances increased 41.7%, and the straightness decreased 37.5% relative to the teaching method. The overall results indicate that the proposed method is effective and rational in considering the thermal effects in on-line form. Through adjusting the obtained prediction and compensation models, the proposed method can also be used under any working conditions in the future.
